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ABSTRACT. In this paper, alphabet verification is conducted using fuzzy interpolation Bezier curves.
Uncertain data can be defined by using the fuzzy number concept. Firstly, Fuzzification in the form of
triangular fuzzy numbers is discussed. Then, the defuzzification process is implemented to produce
crisp fuzzy data points. An error is obtained by comparing the defuzzified model of alphabet
verification with the crisp model. The small error value obtained indicates that the fuzzy interpolation
Bezier curve model is acceptable and can be used in modeling alphabet verification.
KEYWORD. Fuzzy interpolation Bezier curve, alphabet verification, uncertainty data, alpha–cut
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INTRODUCTION
Geometric modeling is a method that is applicable to the construction of a mathematical representation
of the geometry under consideration. Fuzzy set theory uses mathematical representations to build the
concepts and techniques to solve problems related to uncertain data. Both of these applications have
been developed and widely used in various fields such as science, design and engineering (Wahab,
2008; Zakaria, 2010).
However, there are many problems that can arise in the reconstruction of curves due to the
uncertainty of the data (Zakaria, et al. 2016; Wahab & Zakaria, 2015; Zakaria & Wahab, 2014, 2012).
This phenomenon meant that researchers were unable to determine the uncertainty in the data by
utilising function curves and surfaces., One way to determine uncertain data is through fuzzy set theory,
which was devised by Zadeh in 1965. Fuzzy set theory is different from the theory set of
probability. This is because fuzzy set theory is designed to control the uncertain values. and has
membership function in the range [0,1].
Furthermore, fuzzy set theory is used to solve the problem of uncertain data. Therefore, to
determine the uncertainty in modeling the geometry data, uncertainty data can be resolved by using the
concept of fuzzy numbers. The concept of fuzzy numbers is used to define the uncertainty of the data
points will be fuzzy data point that will solve the problem in a curve and surface modeling using
uncertainty data points (Zakaria, et al. 2016; Wahab & Zakaria, 2015; Zakaria & Wahab, 2014; Karim,
et al. 2013).
Fuzzy set theory is used to define uncertainly data so that the uncertainly data will become
fuzzy data points that allow the uncertainly data to be analyzed and visualized (Zakaria & Wahab 2014;
Wahab & Zakaria, 2015; Zakaria & Wahab, 2012). Furthermore, a new approach is suggested using
alpha cut triangular fuzzy numbers in alphabet verification.
In their research, Roslan & Yahya (2015) implemented a new reconstruction method for alphabets
using a cubic Bezier with differential evolution. In this study, the method of differential evolution (EP)
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is used to find the optimal control point using a cubic Bezier curve. The value of the control points
obtained is used in the equation cubic Bézier curve and the number of errors between the actual images
with the new parametric curve is calculated using the total squared error.
However, the method discussed above does not utilise the defuzzification process to obtain a
crisp fuzzy curve. The fuzzification and defuzzification processes were not elaborated on in detail.
Therefore, this paper will examine and explain the fuzzification and defuzzification processes more
fully.
This paper proposes alphabet verification based on fuzzy interpolation Bezier curve and alphacut triangular fuzzy numbers. The original or crisp alphabet will become the main reference in the
modelling alphabet verification, while the fuzzy alphabet verification will undergo fuzzification
process to reduce the interval between left alphabet verification and right alphabet verification. After
that, the defuzzification process will be carried out to produce crisp fuzzy data points.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fuzzy set theory for defining uncertainly data was introduced by Zadeh in 1965 (Zadeh, 1965). He
introduced A the fuzzy set theory in a work called "fuzzy sets". In order to model the uncertainty of
these data points, fuzzy set theory is used to determine the uncertainty of the data points by using the
definition of fuzzy numbers when faced with the uncertainty of data in real numbers (Zakaria & Wahab,
2014).
Definition 1: Assume that X is a universal set and A is a subset of X that can be represented as A  X .
Set A is a fuzzy set denoted by A if for every x  X there exists  A : X → [0,1] which is a membership
function that characterizes the membership grade for every element of A in X defined by
if
 1

 A ( x) = 0  c  1 if
 0
if


x A

(full membership)



x  A (non-full membership)
x A
(non-membership)

(1)

and c are the membership values. Hence, fuzzy set can be represented in the form A = {( x,  A ( x)) : x  X }
where A in X has the membership grade in the range [0,1] (Zakaria & Wahab, 2014; Zakaria et al.,
2014).
Definition 2: Assume that set A = ( X ,Y ), x  X , y Y | x, y : is fuzzy data and A = Pi | P is data point
is a set of fuzzy data points where A  A  X  Y  R and R is the universal set where its membership
function is P ( Ai ) : A → [0,1] which can be defined as P ( Ai ) = 1 with A = {( Ai ,  A ( Ai )) | Ai  R} . Hence,
if
 0

 P ( Ai ) = c  (0,1) if
 1
if


with  A ( Ai ) = P ( A i ), P ( Ai ), P ( A i )

Ai  R 

Ai R 
Ai  R 


(2)

where  A ( A i ) and  A ( A i ) are left membership grade values

and right membership grade values respectively, which can be summarized as
A = {Ai = ( xi , yi ) | i = 0,1,..., n}
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for every i, Ai = A i , Ai , A i with A i , Ai and A i are the left fuzzy control point, crisp control point
and right fuzzy control point respectively (Zakaria et al., 2016; Wahab & Zakaria, 2015; Zakaria &
Wahab, 2014; Zakaria et al., 2014).
Triangular fuzzy number is used to define the uncertain data in the form of interval. Below, the
method of defining triangular fuzzy numbers is explained.
Definition 3: Triangular fuzzy numbers can be defined using the three points whereby A = (a, d , c) and


A is the alpha-cut operation of triangular fuzzy numbers. Then, the crisp interval obtained after alpha

cut operation is A = [a , c ] = [(d − a) + a, −(c − d ) + c] with   (0,1] . Below is a membership
function of triangular fuzzy numbers.
if
xa
 0
x−a

if a  x  d

(4)
 A ( x) =  d − a
c
−
x

if d  x  c
c − d
 0
if
xc

a and c are the left fuzzy number and right fuzzy number respectively, while d is a crisp point in the
interval (Zakaria & Wahab, 2012).

Figure 1: Triangular fuzzy number, A = (a, d , c) .
Based on Figure 1,  symbol represents as  values of triangular fuzzy number,  -cut. The higher
the  values, the smaller the distance between a and c . Furthermore, the value b is the crisp fuzzy
number, which has a full membership function that is equal to 1.
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Figure 2: Alpha-cut triangular fuzzy number with different alpha values.
Figure 2 shows that different alpha values will produce different confidence fuzzy intervals. The higher
the value of alpha-cut, the smaller the confidence fuzzy interval.
Based on Definition 3, we can use the alpha-cut operation of triangular fuzzy number to do the
fuzzification process. The definition of fuzzification process of fuzzy control points can be summarized
as follows:
Definition 4: Assume that  is alpha-cut operation for every fuzzy data point, Pi with Pi  P . Hence,
alpha-cut operation, also known as fuzzification process can be defined by the following equation:
Pi = Pi  , Pi , Pi 

(5)

Where Pi  and Pi  are the left fuzzy data point value and right fuzzy data point value respectively
after alpha-cut operation while Pi is the crisp data point for every   (0,1] and i = 0,1,..., n (Zakaria
et al., 2014).
Definition 5: Assume that Pi is the fuzzy data point after alpha-cut operation and P is the defuzzify
k

k

data point for Pi as shown below (Zakaria et al., 2014).
k

 

P k = P ik

Where Pi =
k

1
 P i k , Pi , P i k
3 i =0

.
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The defuzzification process is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Defuzzification process of fuzzy data points
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The alphabet verification must first be digitized via scanner and then analyzed to obtain the data point.
Figure 4 shows ten samples of the same alphabet with small but observable differences that are used
in this study. Then, the first alphabet becomes the crisp alphabet. This crisp alphabet is the main
reference for the other alphabets in order to achieve the objectives of this paper. Fig. 5 is the alphabet
modelled using fuzzy interpolation Bezier curve. Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows the alphabet is segmented
before fuzzy interpolation Bezier curve is applied.

Figure 4: Ten samples of alphabet verification.
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Figure 5: Crisp model of alphabet verification.

Segment 1

Segment 2

Segment 3

Figure 6: Segments of alphabet verification.
Figure 7 shows ten samples of alphabet modelled in the same axis. The blue alphabet represents the
crisp alphabet verification. The ten samples alphabet modelled in same axis to get the upper bound and
lower bound of fuzzy alphabet. The lower and upper bound of fuzzy alphabet is created based on the
crisp alphabet modelled in Figure 5.

Blue -> Crisp Alphabet Verification

Figure 7: Ten samples of alphabet modelled in the same axis.
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Figure 8: Lower and upper bound of fuzzy alphabet taken by using alpha-cut operation of
triangular fuzzy number.
Figure 8 shows the upper bound (right) and lower bound (left) fuzzy interpolation Bezier Curve for
modelling alphabet “G”. The purpose for model the right and left of the fuzzy interpolation Bezier
curve of alphabet verification is to reduce the number of the alphabet and can produce one of the best
alphabets that can be used in the verification of the alphabet “G”.
Figure 4 shows that the ten samples of the alphabet are numbered to 1 until 10. The first alphabet will
be crisp alphabet. Indirectly, the crisp alphabet will also be used as reference for another nine samples
of the alphabet in order to achieve the objectives of the study. This study can also be conducted by
using a different alphabet.
Figure 9-11 show fuzzification of alphabet verification by using fuzzy interpolation Bezier curve with
different alpha value such as  = 0.2 ,  = 0.5 and  = 0.8 respectively.

Figure 9: Fuzzify alphabet verification model using fuzzy interpolation Bezier curve with  = 0.2 .
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Figure 10: Fuzzify alphabet verification model using fuzzy interpolation Bezier curve with  = 0.5 .

Figure 11: Fuzzify alphabet verification model using fuzzy interpolation Bezier curve with  = 0.8 .
After process fuzzification, the aphabet model will undergoes process defuzification. Fig. 12 show the
defuzzify alphabet verification model with alpha-cut value is  = 0.5 . The defuzzification process can
be refer based on Definition 5.

Figure 12: Defuzzify alphabet verification model using fuzzy interpolation Bezier curve with  = 0.5
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
To investigate the effectiveness of the output of alphabet verification, the error between the defuzzified
data points and crisp data points of alphabet verification need to be known and can be defined as
follows (Zakaria et al., 2014).



n
i =1,..., n

G

Pie

(7)

n
G

where

G

P ie =

P i − G Pi
, i = 0,1, 2,..., n = 7 .
G
Pi

The alphabet verification can be constructed based on the fuzzy set theory, fuzzy number and
fuzzy interpolation Bezier curve. The alphabet verification model using fuzzy interpolation Bezier
curve can be executed with an error of less than 0.1. Error is acceptable into this study suggest that this
study is valid and can be used by another researcher in the study of fuzzy geometric modeling.
Table 1 shows the the error between the defuzzified alphabet model and crisp alphabet model.
The value of errors is 0.00123554 in x-axis and 0.00630467 in y-axis. Hence, this error is acceptable
because it is in the range of less than 0.1.
Table 1: Error of alphabet verification.
Axis

Alpha-cut value

X

Y

 = 0.5

0.00123554

0.00630467

Alphabet verification using an alpha cut of triangular fuzzy number has been constructed. Fuzzy
interpolation Bezier curve model was used in order to design the alphabet verification model. Besides,
different definitions and equations used in this study to ensure the success of fuzzy interpolation Bezier
curve to make an alphabet verification model. The fuzzification process is applied to obtain the fuzzy
interval of fuzzy data points, then the defuzzification process is followed to find a crisp interpolation
Bezier curve.
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